TransPac - Part of the FleetAtlas Framework

TransPac
Delivery Automation Software
TransPac is an impactful multi-use solution for any LP Gas Delivery, Fuel Delivery, or Van Sales
company to improve the efficiency of your drivers and create an effective scheduling and delivery
process.
Integrated directly with your fleet management and accounting software, TransPac provides an automated
process to improve the efficiency of your deliveries. With customer information available on a mobile device,
drivers can view customer details, fulfill orders, and print invoices all while on site with the customer.

TransPac can help you:
Increase driver utilization

Reduce costs through paperless processes

Deliver daily schedules directly to driver’s mobile device, with
an optimized route to ensure the maximum amount
of deliveries can be completed for the day.

With electronic signature capture, delivery tickets and invoices
can be printed and left on site providing proof of delivery,
consensus of volume, and accurate transaction details.

Improve customer service

Enhance inventory management

Provide detailed information to customers on order history,
inventory levels, and scheduled deliveries to help improve their
ordering and inventory management processes.

ERP integration allows drivers and dispatchers to know what
inventory is available on each truck, enabling changes in load
quantities and inventory levels to be monitored in real time.

Simplify billing

SaaS integration

By delivering an invoice at the point of delivery, the time it takes
for you to receive payment will decrease dramatically.

TransPac is a cloud-based application that integrates seamlessly
with your fleet tracking and planning software, providing a
complete fleet management solution that delivers valuable
business intelligence to your back office systems.

SCHEDULE A DEMO: sales@touchstargroup.com

www.touchstargroup.com

TransPac is a component in a
larger complete automation solution
named FleetAtlas.

Application designed with portrait and/or landscape user interface

Progressively add components
as your company grows.
High quality, point-of-sale tickets

Telematics		
Fleet Tracking & Behavior Management		
		

Dispatch
Dynamic Fleet Dispatching

Mobility Apps
Paperless Transactions & Automated Accounting

Compliance
Electronic Logbook & Fatigue Management

Planning
Fleet Scheduling & Route Optimization

TransPac Manages:

Business Intelligence

• Visibility of Fleet and Workforce productivity
• DOT dangerous goods compliance reporting and documentation
• Ergonomically compliant with entry and exit provisions
• Integrated Navigation, Telematics, and Electronic HOS provision
• Dangerous goods environments and intrinsically safe equipment
• Cost to Serve Planning and Reporting

Planning, Reporting, and Management

For more information or to schedule a demo, contact
www.touchstargroup.com

sales@touchstargroup.com
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